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Abstract:
The increasing penetration of distributed energy resources in todays’ electricity grid makes the
energy resource management problem one of the most complex problems in electrical power
systems. The uncertainty associated with these resources concerns the optimization problem, the
existence of extreme events. These events have a low probability of occurrence but can cause a
high impact on the scheduling solution. In this talk, we introduce a risk-based analysis for a robust
energy resource scheduling solution incorporating the conditional value-at-risk as a tool for risk
measurement. This mechanism improves the value-at-risk tool allowing risk evaluation beyond
the proposed confidence level, presenting greater security in the solutions, but requiring a higher
investment. We use a novel metaheuristic named cellular univariate marginal distribution
algorithm with Normal-Cauchy distribution for the optimization problem due to the high number
of variables and constraints. A Monte Carlo Simulation is used to generate a set of scenarios to
deal with the uncertainty associated with the distributed energy resources and market prices.
Results show that incorporating the conditional value-at-risk mechanism allows a better and more
robust scheduling solution even with an almost 4% increase in operational costs and 6.2% in
expected costs when not considering the risk measuring tool. In this situation, the cost of the worst
scenario reduces around 52%. This situation causes a reduction of the expenses of 13.86% when
the aggregator accepts the risk in its formulation, that is, in the occurrence of extreme events.
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